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Application for a vehicle 
identification number (VIN) 

Self-assembled trailer Please send the application to: 
Swedish Transport Agency S-701 96 Örebro 

Personal details 
Surname and first name Personal identity number

Delivery address

Postal code and city/town Telephone no. day time

E-mail address

Written report on how production was carried out: 

Additional documents should always be attached to the application, please see the following page for 
information! 

Attention! You also need to apply for verification of origin! 
https://transportstyrelsen.se/en/road/Vehicles/Importing-vehicles-and-verification-of-origin 



How to apply for a VIN for a self-assembled trailer 
When should I apply for a VIN?

You have to apply for a VIN in connection with your application for verification of origin for a self-assembled 
trailer. Please attach the application for a VIN to your application for verification of origin. 

You should also attach the following documents:

Please attach a purchase document, receipt or equivalent for major parts of your trailer such as axels, brake 
equipment and any building material for the frame or platform. You will also need to attach an application for 
verification of origin. 

To access the application for verification of origin, please follow the link below: 

https://transportstyrelsen.se/en/road/Vehicles/Importing-vehicles-and-verification-of-origin 

Investigation and decision

The Swedish Transport Agency will start the handling of your application when the application fee has been 
paid. We will send you a paying in form once your application forms for a VIN and verification of origin have 
been registered. 

You will receive a written confirmation when your case has been finalised. 

ATTENTION! Do not leave any information on the information page. The form must be read by machine 
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